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In the animal Kingdom, male is more powerful and attractive yet the 

dominant male or leader has to prove its might periodically and has to meet the 

challenges of the rivalry and environmental hazards. It should maintain its vigor 

and valor throughout to be the king of the females. It should be the protector of 

its kingdom as well. The prime duty of the female is reproduction and to obey 

the customs of the kingdom. This rule is applicable from ant to elephant. But the 

crucial part of the female is, at times it is mercilessly killed or its cub is brutally 

annihilated by a new king or dominant male of a group if it is unable to fulfill 

the expectations of the new leader. Every year hundreds of female beasts died 

pathetically because of its inability, or in other words by the arrogant atrocity of 

the dominant males merely for lust. 

Recently I witnessed a female king cobra which was brutally massacred 

and swallowed by its new mate; unable to swallow the whole, the new male 

vomited and moved away without guilty conscious or repentance. When the 

scientists inspected the female; it has had fourteen eggs in its womb. It was 

pregnant and was unable to fulfill the lust of the new mate. It was ready to hatch 

the eggs for incubation. King cobras are enlisted under rare species list. This 

pathetic incident moved me a lot and this poem is dedicated to such helpless 

female community in total which still survives with awful agony in spite of 

having great powers to restore and resurrect. 
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What is there to yield? 

Already brutally mate by 

A male without concurrence 

Or consideration; and my  

Womb is filled with eggs. 

I am unfit, unable to carry 

You, you brutally killed me. 

What is my mistake?  We are 

There to reproduce and protect 

The dominant male. He needed  

Me then as I was a little  

Attractive and young.  

You need me now, illegally 

Against the rule of this kingdom. 

When so many females available 

Why did you chase me and crushed 

Me mercilessly? Don’t you know? 

I am unfit for mating.  You,  

Dominants have enormous powers  

But unethical qualities too. Thee 

Mighty enough to expropriate 

Another group; we are there to 
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Serve you. More number of females 

May be pride to you but a curse to us. 

Even mating is a chance to us not 

A choice. Your horrible lust is 

Rather painful than blissful. Lust 

May be a relief to you but faith to us. 

We, the female, afraid of you 

The rivals and the hunters etc. 

We run miles together to 

Protect us and our fetus. We love minimum 

Guaranteed living but our living is too 

Horrible, crucial yet committed. Thrusting, 

Penetrating may be your symbol but 

We are known for love and sacrifice still 

We never kill a male or mate for impotence 

  Is it a curse of the female to be a 

Dependant forever? Believe; blessing is 

Enough to be a male but God himself / 

 Herself  born as a female. Female means 

Nothing but Nature. Don’t pollute Nature 

One day or other, you have to pay for that. 

Love and live with Nature. 

******************* 


